Our QUATTRO Stage System is the preferred
portable or permanent stage solution
across multiple industries. It is currently
used in more than 400 venues nation-wide
– a testament to its strength, quality and
adaptability.
Designed and manufactured in Australia,
the system is backed with a full 10-year
manufacturer’s warranty on parts and labour
for peace of mind.
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Features and Specs
QUATTRO

The QUATTRO Modular Stage System is our
most popular solution due to its flexibility and
ease of use. Available in a variety of podium
shapes and dimensions, the entire stage can
be quickly and easily assembled and removed
by one or two people. Customise your stage
with accessories from our comprehensive
range and select your choice of colour and
finish to complete the look.
Finish options: Maxi Hex non-slip plywood,
marine grade carpet and timber stain in a
variety of colours.

Storage: The QUATTRO Storage Trolley Kit
contains four wheels and a handle which
are added to a podium, allowing for up to 20
podiums to be stacked on top (that’s 40m2 of
staging stored in 2m2).
Operation: Place aluminium legs in the corner
brackets and tighten wing nuts by hand, then
secure the leg by sliding in the T piece. Podiums
are attached with a hand tightened Klemmfix connector, accessories are attached to the
podium aluminium extrusion using T bolts, and
hand wheels are finger tightened.

Standard Podium
Dimensions (mm)

2000 x 1000
1000 x 1000

Podium weight (kg)

35kg (2000 x 1000)
22kg (1000 x 1000)

Design load (kg/m2)

765 evenly distributed

Leg Dimensions

40 x 40

(mm)

Materials

Aluminium
Timber plywood

Australian Made

√

Warranty

10 year

Standard Leg
Heights (mm)

200 / 400 / 600
800 / 1000

Custom Leg
Heights (mm)

200—2000

Add Adjustable Height
Legs (mm)

400/600mm, 600/1000mm
or 1100/1300mm

Podium Insert

22mm Structural Radiata Ply with Timber
Stain or 18mm Structural Radiata Ply with
4mm Marine Grade Carpet
sales@
selectconcepts.com.au

Lecterns

Stage Curtains
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